In vivo two-photon Ca2+ imaging reveals selective reward effects on stimulus-specific assemblies in mouse visual cortex.
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Experiences can alter functional properties of neurons in primary sensory neocortex but it is poorly understood how stimulus–reward associations contribute to these changes. Using in vivo two-photon calcium imaging in mouse primary visual cortex (V1), we show that association of a directional visual stimulus with reward results in broadened orientation tuning and sharpened direction tuning in a stimulus-selective subpopulation of V1 neurons. Neurons with preferred orientations similar, but not identical to, the CS + selectively increased their tuning curve bandwidth and thereby exhibited an increased response amplitude at the CS + orientation. The increase in response amplitude was observed for a small range of orientations around the CS + orientation. A nonuniform spatial distribution of reward effects across the cortical surface was observed, as the spatial distance between pairs of CS + tuned neurons was reduced compared with pairs of CS − tuned neurons and pairs of control directions or orientations. These data show that, in primary visual cortex, formation of a stimulus–reward association results in selective alterations in stimulus-specific assemblies rather than population-wide effects.

Introduction

The classic concept of plasticity in primary sensory cortex holds that, after development, receptive fields and tuning to visual features (Hubel and Wiesel, 1959; Niell and Stryker, 2008) remain stable, unless the input pattern changes dramatically as in case of neural damage (Kaas et al., 1983, 1990; Keck et al., 2008), monocular deprivation (Dräger, 1978; Gordon and Stryker, 1996), or stripe rearing (Hirsch and Spinelli, 1970; Kreile et al., 2011). Recent work, however, suggests that even subtle paradigms such as repeated exposure and perceptual learning can evoke stimulus-specific experience-dependent plasticity in primary sensory neocortex during adulthood (Schoups et al., 2001; Ghose et al., 2002; Yang and Mannell, 2004; Frenkel et al., 2006; Gilbert et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2012).

Lasting functional changes in mature visual cortex appear to depend on local plasticity in the V1 network (Hofer et al., 2006, 2009). Mechanistically, NMDA-receptor and endocannabinoid receptor activation, delivery of AMPA receptors to postsynaptic membranes, and changes in spine dynamics have been implicated in V1 experience-dependent plasticity, although in different forms (Sawtell et al., 2003; Frenkel et al., 2006; Keck et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2008; Hofer et al., 2009; Tropea et al., 2010).

As regards reward effects, intracranial electrical reinforcement can trigger plasticity of receptive fields in primary sensory neocortical neurons (Bao et al., 2001). Appetitive conditioning renders a subset of neurons sensitive to the timing of upcoming reward in rat primary visual cortex (Shuler and Bear, 2006), and has been associated with enhanced visual evoked potentials (Hernandez-Peon, 1961; Frankó et al., 2010) and lower detection thresholds for conditioned stimuli (Seitz et al., 2009). Different mechanisms have been suggested to underlie effects of reward on the visual cortex, depending either on mesencephalic dopaminergic efferents (Febvret et al., 1991; Bao et al., 2001; Müller and Huston, 2007; Rivera et al., 2008), cholinergic efferents (Gavornik et al., 2009), or cortical feedback loops (Pennartz, 1997; Pennartz et al., 2000; Roelfsema and van Ooyen, 2005; Roelfsema et al., 2010). Despite these efforts, it remains unknown how the acquisition of a reward association alters representations in neuronal assemblies in visual cortex for stimulus features that are predictive of reward.

Since Hebb (1949) postulated that sensory information is coded by cell-assemblies, it has thus far remained largely unclear what the nature of such assemblies might be, whether their associative plasticity is manifested in altered representations of stimuli and whether this plasticity can be triggered by appetitive reinforcement. Addressing these questions, we investigated the...
concept of modifiable cell assemblies by examining ensemble changes in V1 orientation tuning as a consequence of the formation of a behaviorally acquired stimulus–reward association. Whereas previous studies focused on population-wide changes in stimulus representations (Weinberger et al., 1993; Bao et al., 2001; Blake et al., 2006), we focused on modifications of tuning curves specifically in subsets of cells that preferentially respond to reward-predicting stimuli. Additionally, we provide evidence suggesting that the effects of reward-feedback are non-uniformly expressed across the spatial layout of direction-tuned cells in primary visual cortex.

Materials and Methods

Animals. Experiments were done in adult male C57BL/6 mice (Harlan). The average age of the successfully conditioned and imaged animals was $122 \pm 16$ (SD) at the moment of imaging, and behavioral training typically started at 6 to 8 weeks of age. Animals were housed individually or in pairs in a large cage (40 cm length $\times$ 25 cm width $\times$ 25 cm height) and were provided with cage enrichment and nesting material. The day–night schedule was reversed, lights went on at 08:00 P.M. and went off at 08:00 A.M. Access to water and food was ad libitum, except for a six- to eight-hour period around the behavioral experiments when no food was available. Animals were weighed on a regular basis to assure there was no growth delay caused by food restriction. All animal procedures were approved by the animal experiment committee of the University of Amsterdam.

Apparatus for visual conditioning. Visual conditioning was done in a custom-built behavioral chamber that measured 35 cm in width, 50 cm in length, and 45 cm in height. The chamber had one photobeam-equipped food pellet delivery tray and two 7” color LCD screens, placed so as to be optimally visible for a mouse that positioned itself in front of the reward tray (Fig. 1A). When the mouse was appropriately positioned, the distance between the screens and eyes was approximately 15 cm. From this position, the screens covered $\approx 147^\circ$ of the horizontal visual field and $37^\circ$ of the vertical visual field in front of the animal. A smaller Plexiglas box (dimensions: 20 cm wide, 25 cm long, and 20 cm high) was placed within the chamber to reduce the size of the area the animal could explore. A ramp (9 cm long, 6–10 cm wide, and 2 cm high) was placed in front of the reward tray, to guide the animal to position itself correctly in front of the screens. Stimuli were directional moving square-wave gratings, spatial frequency 0.05 cycles per degree, temporal frequency 2 Hz and $\pm 100\%$ contrast. Per mouse, one direction was arbitrarily selected as CS+ while a different direction (differing 90 or 180° with the CS+) was assigned as CS−. The CS+ and CS− direction remained the same over sessions and stimuli of other direction than the CS+ or the CS− were never presented to the animal during the entire course of the behavioral experiment.

Visual conditioning. Animals were pretrained on the visual conditioning task in three stages. During the first stage, the animals were habituated to the chamber and food pellets were ad libitum available at the reward tray. In the second stage, food pellets were only delivered when the animal positioned itself correctly at the reward site. In the final pretraining stage, mice were trained to position themselves only in front of the screens when the screens changed from black to uniform white (indication of trial start). Visual conditioning was started when the animals were able to conduct >30 pretraining trials in a single session. A conditioning trial started with both screens changing from black to white. When the animal positioned itself correctly in front of the reward tray, either the CS+ stimulus or the CS− stimulus was presented for 4 s. Delivery of a food pellet followed 1 s after CS+ presentation, while no reward was delivered after presentation of the CS−. Conditioning sessions were done once per day, approximately 6 d a week and consisted of 60 trials per session.

Measurements of stimulus–reward association. Formation of a stimulus–reward association was measured in CS+ probe trials that were inserted randomly between the normal conditioning trials. Only one out of every three sessions included five CS+ probe trials. In these CS+ probe trials, the CS+ was shown, but no reward was given. Subsequently, the time the animal lingered at the reward site, likely waiting in anticipation of upcoming reward (Schoenbaum et al., 1998; van Dunen et al., 2009), was measured and compared with the time lingered after a randomly selected, temporally proximal CS− trial. This waiting time was defined as the delay between the onset of the stimulus and the departure from the reward tray. Studies on delay-discounting have shown that animals are willing to wait longer when a large reward is expected than when no or a small reward is expected (Rachlin and Green, 1972; Kalenscher et al., 2003; Kalenscher and Pennartz, 2008). Because CS+ probe trials and CS− trials differ only in movement direction of the stimulus, differences in waiting time after stimulus presentation are likely to reflect differences in stimulus-associated expectation of upcoming reward.

Additionally, one out of every three sessions contained eight CS+ and eight CS− approach trials (sessions containing approach trials never included probe trials). During the approach trials, the moving pattern of

Figure 1. Visual conditioning of mice. A, A top-view photograph of the operant chamber that was used for conditioning the mice, with screens (a), a ramp to the reward site (b), and photo beam detectors (c). B, Different trial stages during conditioning in the behavioral setup. Before trial onset, the screens were dark (1) and trial onset was signaled by switching the screens to white (2). When the mouse positioned itself correctly breaking the photobeam (3; red line), the CS+ or CS− was shown. If the CS+ was presented it was followed by a food pellet — 1 s after stimulus offset (4). C, D, Behavioral performance of 14 mice that expressed the conditioned association and five that did not express the association. Left part of the panels contains data (mean ± SEM) of the last five sessions preceding two-photon imaging. Right side of the panels show in red (CS+) and blue (CS−) bars the mean (± SEM) over these last five sessions. C, Performance in probe trials, which were structured the same as conditioning trials, except that stimulus presentations were not followed by reward (stage 4 was omitted). * Time waited indicates the time (in seconds) the mouse lingered at the reward site after stimulus presentation in CS+ and CS− probe trials. D, Performance in approach trials, during which white screens indicating trial onset were left out and the moving stimulus was immediately presented (stage 2 was omitted). Approach latency indicates the time after stimulus onset (in seconds) until the mouse entered the reward site.
the CS+ or CS− was shown directly at trial onset (whereas in standard conditioning trials white screens would appear first to signal trial onset and the moving pattern would only appear when the animal had correctly positioned itself in front of the screens). Therefore, the animal was allowed to detect the moving gratings from anywhere in the box and could decide to visit the reward site or not. The pattern stopped as soon as the animal correctly positioned itself in front of the reward tray or when it timed-out after 16 s. In CS+ (but not CS−) approach trials delivery of a food pellet followed directly after the end of stimulus presentation. In the initial phase of the approach trials the difference between CS+ and CS− approach trials was only manifested in the direction of the moving grating. Therefore, faster positioning in front of the reward tray (measured by approach latency) in CS+ trials reflected stronger association between the CS+ and expectation of upcoming reward (Cleland and Davey, 1983; Lovibond, 1983). Sessions containing different trial types were systematically alternated: a session including probe trials was followed by a session with approach trials on the next day, and a session neither containing probe nor approach trials on the following day, and so on.

**Animal preparation for imaging.** One day after the last conditioning session, animals were prepared for two-photon microscopy and calcium imaging. Animals were injected subcutaneously with the analgesic Buprenorphine (0.05 mg/kg bodyweight) 30 min before the start of surgery. Anesthesia was induced with 3% isoflurane in 100% O2. During surgery, anesthesia was maintained with 1.3% isoflurane and 1.9% isoflurane in O2. Using fine scissors, skin on top of the head was removed. Local anesthetic, Xylocaine, was applied to the exposed tissue and the skull was cleaned thoroughly. The location of V1 was visually determined and marked, around 4 mm caudal and 2.5 mm lateral from bregma. A custom built head fixation device was attached to the skull using cyanoacrylate resistance (Li et al., 2008). To detect both neurons that were tuned to one movement direction and neurons that were tuned to two opposite movement directions and thus shared a common orientation, the vectors were calculated in both movement orientation space (Eq. 2) and movement direction space (Eq. 3). Cells were considered to be orientation or direction selective if the mean of the Rorientationj or the Rdirectionj vectors of Equations 2 and 3 was significantly different from zero, tested with a Hotelling’s T² test (p < 0.05).

\[
\frac{\Delta F}{F} = \frac{F_{\text{stimulus}} - F_{\text{reference}}}{F_{\text{reference}}}.
\]

(1)

To identify neurons that were tuned to movement orientation or direction, the \(\Delta F/F\) response of each trial (j) was converted into a vector. The angle of this vector represents the stimulus orientation or direction angle \(\theta\) and its length is equivalent to the magnitude of the \(\Delta F/F\) response (Li et al., 2008). To detect both neurons that were tuned to one movement direction and neurons that were tuned to two opposite movement directions and thus shared a common orientation, the vectors were calculated in both movement orientation space (Eq. 2) and movement direction space (Eq. 3). Cells were considered to be orientation or direction selective if the mean of the \(R_{\text{orientation}}\) or the \(R_{\text{direction}}\) vectors of Equations 2 and 3 was significantly different from zero, tested with a Hotelling’s T² test (p < 0.05).

\[
R_{\text{orientation}} = \frac{\Delta F}{F} (\theta_j) e^{2\pi i \theta_j}.
\]

(2)

\[
R_{\text{direction}} = \frac{\Delta F}{F} (\theta_j) e^{2\pi i \theta_j}.
\]

(3)

Tuning curves were constructed for all neurons that showed significant orientation or direction tuning, by averaging the \(\Delta F/F\) response over the five trials per movement direction \(R_{\text{direction}}\). The preferred movement direction \(\theta_{\text{preferred}}\) was determined by fitting the average responses over all directions with a two-peak 360° wrapped Gaussian function (Eq. 4) (Li et al., 2008). Where \(R_{\text{offset}}\) is the baseline fluorescence, \(R_{\text{preferred}}\) is the response to the preferred direction \(\theta_{\text{preferred}}\) or the opposite of the preferred direction \(\theta_{\text{preferred}} + 180°\), or is the SD of the fitted Gaussian functions and the function \(y = \alpha(x)\) wraps the angular difference \(x = \theta - \theta_{\text{preferred}}\) on an interval between 0° and 180°.
Figure 2. Two-photon calcium imaging of orientation and direction tuning in visually-conditioned and naive adult mice. **A**, A frame-averaged image of neurons and astrocytes in the primary visual cortex of a trained animal (Scale bar: 50 μm). **B**, Fluorescence signal ($\Delta F/F$) from within the outlined cell bodies in the inset in **A**. Trials were randomly presented, but are reorganized by order of movement direction. Single trials are displayed in gray, the mean of all trials is displayed in black. Red curve displays the nonsmoothed tuning curve based on the $\Delta F/F$ responses. Polar plots on the right of each curve show the mean fluorescence response ($\Delta F/F$) per movement direction. **C**, Graphical depiction of the stimulus sequences used for each of the two methods of baselining $\Delta F/F$ signals. **D**, Difference in preferred direction of neurons for which tuning curves could be referenced both against stationary gratings and gray-screens. Same as **D**, but for the difference in orientation of the preferred direction between Stat-ref and Gray-ref tuning curves. **F**, The distribution of preferred directions for all Stat-ref tuning curves from trained mice (red) and untrained mice (black), and Gray-ref tuning curves from 9 trained mice (gray). Markings at the top of the panel indicate each of the (randomly assigned) CSs. **G**, The distribution of the Stat-ref tuning curve bandwidths of neurons measured in trained mice (red), untrained mice (black), and for gray screen referenced data (gray). **H**, Idem, for direction index. ***Stat-ref (trained) versus Gray-ref (trained); Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, $p < 10^{-6}$.

$$R_d = R_{\text{OFFSET}} + R_{\text{PREF}} \cdot e^{\frac{\text{amp}(\theta - \theta_{\text{PREF}})^2}{2\sigma^2}} + R_{\text{OPP}} \cdot e^{\frac{\text{amp}(\theta + 180 - \theta_{\text{OPP}})^2}{2\sigma^2}}. \quad (4)$$

The direction index (DI), indicating whether a tuning curve is bidirectional or peaks only at one direction, was also calculated from raw-data tuning curves. The average response to the opposite direction was subtracted from the average response to the preferred direction and divided by the sum of the responses to the preferred and opposite direction (Eq. 5) (Niell and Stryker, 2008).

$$\text{DI} = \frac{\text{\Delta F/F}_{\text{PREF}} - \text{\Delta F/F}_{\text{OPP}}}{\text{\Delta F/F}_{\text{PREF}} + \text{\Delta F/F}_{\text{OPP}}}. \quad (5)$$

The slope of the tuning curve at a direction $\theta$ was calculated from the absolute value of the derivative of the normalized fitted tuning curve at that direction and expressed as the percentage of change in response amplitude per degree (Schoups et al., 2001). The response amplitude to a direction was calculated from the normalized fitted tuning curve at that direction and expressed as percentage of maximum response amplitude.

**Datasets for control analyses.** From the original dataset, three control datasets were created. Analyses of these datasets served to exclude bias from contamination of cellular signals by local neuropil fluorescence (control dataset #1), the lower fraction of orientation- and/or direction-tuned neurons found compared with some previous studies (control dataset #2) and a combination of both (control dataset #3). Control dataset #1 contained all neurons and mice that were included in the original dataset. The $\Delta F/F$ signals were corrected for neuropil contamination as described in the study by Kerlin et al. (2010). In short, local neuropil fluorescence was estimated per frame by averaging the fluorescence in a circular region between 2 and 5 μm around the cell body (excluding the signal from other cells and blood vessels). This signal was multiplied by the neuropil contamination ratio and then subtracted from the fluorescence of the cell body (for each frame). The neuropil contamination ratio was estimated for each session by dividing the mean fluorescence in the blood vessels by the mean local neuropil fluorescence around those blood vessels. This indicates the ratio of neuropil signal that “leaked” into the blood vessel signal (in our study this ratio typically ranged between 0.5 and 0.8).

Control dataset #2 contained only the recordings from the original dataset that had 35% or more orientation- and/or direction-tuned neurons. Five different mice contributed a total of 1385 orientation- and/or direction-tuned neurons. Control dataset #3 was constructed by taking recordings from control dataset #1 (neuropil contamination corrected) that had 35% or more orientation- and direction-tuned neurons. The recordings for this highly tuned, neuropil


Table 1. Conditioning related effects on tuning curve parameters for strongly and weakly direction selective groups of neurons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Direction selectivity</th>
<th>Cells (n)</th>
<th>Bandwidth Quadrant</th>
<th>Axis</th>
<th>Direction index Quadrant</th>
<th>Axis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stat-ref</td>
<td>Low (&lt;0.33)</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stat-ref</td>
<td>High (≥0.33)</td>
<td>1703</td>
<td>1.4 · 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>4.8 · 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>&lt;10⁻⁶</td>
<td>&lt;10⁻⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grey-ref</td>
<td>Low (&lt;0.33)</td>
<td>1804</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.00022</td>
<td>0.093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grey-ref</td>
<td>High (≥0.33)</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>3 · 10⁻⁶</td>
<td>&lt;10⁻⁶</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis of the Stat-ref and Grey-ref datasets, split into subgroups exhibiting high (≥0.33) and low (<0.33) direction selectivity of the orientation tuning curves. Columns 4–7 show p values from the respective Kruskal–Wallis tests on differences in bandwidth and direction index of the tuning curves between quadrant and orientation axis subgroups. Column 3 shows the total number of neurons included in each comparison. Each control dataset was tested identically to the original dataset.

Results

Visual conditioning

Mice were trained on an appetitive visual conditioning task in a custom-built operant chamber, equipped with screens and a reward dispenser (Fig. 1A). The task was designed such that no instrumental action needed to be learned apart from the animal adopting a strategy wherein it positions itself in front of the screens and breaks the photo-beam for minimally 2 s into the period of stimulus presentation. The conditioned stimuli were moving gratings in two pseudo-randomly assigned directions, differing by an angle of 90 or 180°. Nineteen adult mice were trained daily in sessions of 60 trials. In each trial, one of the two moving gratings was shown after the mouse assumed a position in front of the screens. Viewing one direction (CS+) was rewarded with a food pellet whereas the other direction (CS−) was not (Fig. 1B).

Associative learning was assessed in probe trials, in which reward delivery was omitted. Additionally, separate approach trials were included, in which the moving stimulus was presented on the screens while the mouse was roaming in the operant chamber, before it had positioned itself in front of the screens and reward site (see Materials and Methods). Thirteen out of 19 mice waited significantly longer after stimulus presentation in CS+ probe trials and five out of these 13 also approached the reward site significantly faster in CS+ approach trials (WMPSR test, p < 0.05). Out of the six animals that did not express significant learning in the probe trials, one mouse showed significant learning in approach trials (WMPSR test, p < 0.05). Together, this group of animals (n = 14) was classified as expressing the stimulus–reward association in behavior (Fig. 1C,D). The remaining group (n = 5) showed a learning effect neither in probe nor approach trials and was classified as not expressing learning. On average, the best performing mice expressed the conditioned association significantly after 30 training sessions and the worst performers did not show learning of the association after up to 50 sessions. In addition, a control group of 11 untrained adult mice was added to test for overall differences between trained and untrained animals in our setup. The subsequent tuning curve analysis will be mostly focused on the group that expressed learning.

Although it remains unclear for which reason some mice did not express a learned association, four of the five animals that did not express learning were trained on a 180° difference between the CS+ and CS−, while all 14 trained mice that expressed the association were conditioned using stimuli that differed by 90°. Notably, a 180° difference leads to a stimulus contrast only in terms of movement direction, whereas a 90° difference contrasts both orientation and direction of movement. That movement orientation of the gratings acted as dominant conditioning cue is supported by the observed tuning curve effects (see below). Thus, conditioning with the 180° difference was possibly more challenging than the 90° difference, but individual differences in behavior and learning could also provide an explanation. As a cautionary note, we remark that these animals may not have expressed the association because it was in fact not formed, or alternatively, was formed but did not lead to behavioral differences.

Two-photon calcium imaging of orientation and direction tuning in V1

One day after the last conditioning session, we induced general anesthesia and recorded single neuron responses to gratings moving in 16 directions in mouse V1 by calcium imaging of neurons and astrocytes using in vivo two-photon laser scanning microscopy and multicell bolus loading of the calcium indicator Oregon Green BAPTA 1-AM (Stosiek et al., 2003; Nimmerjahn et al., 2004; Garaschuk et al., 2006) (Fig. 2A). To gather large unbiased population samples of neurons from visual cortex layer II/III, imaging planes were acquired at one to three locations and at one to nine different depths per location. The mean number of imaging planes per mouse was 4.9 ± 2.1 (SD), the mean depth was 222 ± 56 μm (SD) from the cortical surface, and the minimum distance between depths on the same location was 20 μm. A total of 24,429 neurons (mean: 814 ± 546 SD per animal) was imaged in 30 animals (17,603 in trained animals and 6826 in untrained animals).

Cellular responses to movement direction were quantified as the relative increase in fluorescence during a presentation of a moving grating, compared with the average fluorescence during the preceding presentation of a stationary grating with the same orientation (duration 5 s; see Materials and Methods, Fig. 2B,C). Referencing the response to moving gratings against the response to nonmoving but otherwise identical gratings was done with the intent of extracting the movement-selective component of the orientational and directional tuning curves. This, however, introduced a potential confound of including a phase-selective response component from simple cells (Hubel and Wiesel, 1959,
in the reference signal, since we did not randomize the phase of the stationary grating. It is therefore possible that our orientation tuning measurements using stationary gratings as reference are confounded by phase selectivity. For instance, a neuron’s phase selectivity could give rise to apparent orientation selectivity in a neuron that is not orientation-selective, or two neurons with identical orientation preference but opposite phase preferences could appear to have different orientation preferences. Since the majority of layer 2/3 neurons in mouse striate cortex are simple cells (Niell and Stryker, 2008), this concern applies to the majority of our tuning curve measurements, even though under anesthesia orientation- and phase-selective responses to stationary gratings are generally smaller in amplitude and shorter in duration compared with responses to moving gratings, and individual phase-selective effects are expected to cancel out across larger populations.

The more commonly used alternative is to use a gray screen as baseline, with equal luminance as the moving gratings we used. In nine of the 19 mice, each expressing the conditioned association in their behavioral measures, presentation of these gray screens was interleaved with presentation of the stationary and moving gratings (Fig. 2C). For neurons recorded in those mice, additional tuning curves were constructed by referencing against this mid-gray screen baseline and analyzed in parallel to the stationary grating-referenced tuning curves throughout this study (Gray-ref vs Stat-ref). Referencing against gray screens resulted in somewhat larger responses compared with referencing against stationary gratings because of the aforementioned orientation-selective responses to nonmoving gratings. Given the difference in choice of methodology, it should be noted that there is no a priori prediction that the results obtained by these two approaches should be necessarily the same. These methods may well yield different results, as a stationary-grating reference will emphasize the movement-selective components of the response, whereas a gray-screen reference highlights both static and movement-selective components.

In total, we found 4666 out of 24,429 neurons (Stat-ref, 19.1%, N = 30 mice; Gray-ref: 2474 out of 11,661 neurons, 21.2%, N = 9 mice) that were significantly tuned to the orientation and/or direction of movement (Hotelling’s $T^2$ test, $p < 0.05$; significant for orientation tuning, Stat-ref: 2334; Gray-ref: 1290; significant for direction tuning, Stat-ref: 2751; Gray-ref: 1471; same $n$ as above), with no difference between trained and untrained animals (Stat-ref, trained: 19.2%, N = 19 mice; untrained: 18.7%, N = 10 mice). That the Gray-ref analysis produced only a slightly higher percentage of tuned neurons may be explained by the stationary grating responses being smaller in amplitude and more transient than responses to moving gratings, so that generally a significant response remained in the Stat-ref method. The percentage of orientation and direction-tuned neurons is lower than in most previous studies in rat and mouse V1 (Ohki et al., 2005; Niell and Stryker, 2008; Kerlin et al., 2010; Andermann et al., 2011; Ko et al., 2011; Kreille et al., 2011), but these percentages can vary (Ohki et al., 2005; Marshel et al., 2011; Li et al., 2012) and could be a consequence of differences in experimental procedures, statistics, or signal-to-noise ratio of the setup. For instance, testing for orientation tuning using an ANOVA, which is a less stringent test than the Hotelling’s $T^2$ test and does not assume a circular relation between test-conditions (orientations and directions), resulted in higher percentages of orientation-tuned neurons (Stat-ref: 6277 out of 24,429 neurons, 25.6%, N = 30 mice; Gray-ref: 3960 out of 11,661 neurons, 34.0%, N = 9 mice).

For every neuron, the preferred movement direction was determined by fitting a tuning curve with a two-peaked 360° wrapped Gaussian function (Li et al., 2008). The resulting overall distribution of preferred directions was similar between trained and untrained animals. Tuning curves referenced against gray-screens had a different distribution compared with Stat-ref data, most notably around a preferred direction of 270° (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, $p < 10^{-6}$; Fig. 2F). Still, the majority of the neurons had similar preferred directions and orientations in both the Stat-ref and Gray-ref dataset (Fig. 2D,E). We observed an overrepresentation of preferred directions between 90 and 135° in tuning curves referenced against stationary gratings and around 90 and 270° in the gray screen referenced tuning curves. This range applies to movement along the nasal–caudal axis and may be related to extended exposure to visual flow during behavioral training and in the home cage, and/or the location of the recording sites in the monocular part of V1.

The direction index of the tuning curve was measured on the raw tuning curves and bandwidth (tuning curve half-width at 1/√2 of the maximum response) was estimated on smoothed raw tuning curves (see Materials and Methods). The median bandwidth in trained animals was $36.9 \pm 19.0°$ SD (untrained: $37.1° \pm 17.6°$; Gray-ref: $36.0° \pm 14.0°$). This is different from the median tuning curve bandwidth of 28° that was previously reported (Niell and Stryker, 2008), and is caused by the use of circular smoothing before bandwidth calculation. The median bandwidth in the Gray-ref dataset was very similar to the median found in the Stat-ref dataset (Mann–Whitney U test, $p = 0.28$), but the distribution was narrower in the Gray-ref dataset (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, $p < 10^{-6}$; Fig. 2G). The use of a stationary grating as reference may result in this effect, because for the subset of cells with an orientation-selective component in the signal reference, the difference between gray- and stationary-reference amplitudes will be largest at the preferred orientation/direction, decreasing the maximum response in the latter case and thereby increasing the relative width of the tuning curve. In addition, the direction index was significantly lower in the Gray-ref dataset compared with Stat-ref data (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, $p < 10^{-6}$; Mann–Whitney U test, $p < 10^{-6}$; Fig. 2H), which can be explained by the removal of part of the orientation-, but not direction-selective, component of the tuning curves in the Stat-ref dataset.

Effects of conditioning on the distribution of preferred directions and population response relative to the CS+ In auditory cortex, classical conditioning has been shown to affect the amount of neurons with a preferred frequency at or around the frequency of a conditioned tone (Weinberger et al., 1993; Bao et al., 2001). To investigate whether appetitive visual conditioning resulted in a similar effect on orientation and direction tuning in primary visual cortex, we divided the population of orientation- and direction-tuned neurons into four subsets based on their preferred direction. Each neuron was assigned to the subset for which the angular difference between the subset center (direction of the CS+, CS− and two control directions) and the neuron’s preferred direction was between −45 and +45° (Fig. 3A). Thus, one subset included all neurons that had a preferred direction in the quadrant centered at the CS+, a second subset quadrant was centered at the CS−, and the remaining subsets were in quadrants centered at two directions to which the animal was not exposed during visual conditioning. These directions were opposite to the conditioned stimuli and were labeled CS+opp and CS−opp in mice for which the CS+ and CS− were of orthogonal directions, and were orthogonal to the CS+ and CS−.
in the four “not-expressing learning” mice for which the CS+ and CS− had opposite movement directions.

To test the homogeneity of preferred directions across quadrants, we calculated the percentage of neurons with a preferred direction in each of the quadrants for each mouse and averaged across mice that expressed the learned association. Although we expected more neurons to have a preferred direction in the CS+ quadrant (Weinberger et al., 1993; Bao et al., 2001), the percentage of neurons did not significantly differ between quadrants per mouse (Stat-ref: ANOVA, $F_{(3,32)} = 0.42$, $p = 0.74$; $n = 14$ mice; Gray-ref: ANOVA, $F_{(3,32)} = 2.16$, $p = 0.11$; $n = 9$ mice; Fig. 3B). This indicates that appetitive visual conditioning using a directional stimulus does not induce an overall population effect by increasing the number of neurons with the CS+ as preferred direction.

An alternative hypothesis is that the summed population response to the CS+ will increase as a consequence of conditioning. Frankó et al. (2010) and Hernandez-Peon (1961) already reported increased visual evoked potentials to conditioned visual stimuli, suggesting that neurons in the visual cortex exhibit stronger activity patterns in response to a reinforced stimulus. To investigate whether this was the case in the current study, we constructed a mean normalized tuning curve for each quadrant and each mouse and averaged these quadrant tuning curves across mice. The mean $\Delta F/F$ response of the CS+ quadrant tuning curve to its quadrant center (the CS+) was indeed larger for Stat-ref tuning curves (Kruskal–Wallis test, $H_{(3,2819)} = 13.72$, $p = 0.0033$; post hoc: CS+ vs CS−: $p = 0.012$, CS+ vs CS− $p = 0.011$; Fig. 3C–F), but showed a different pattern in Gray-ref tuning curves (Kruskal–Wallis test, $H_{(3,2470)} = 9.70$, $p = 0.021$; post hoc: CS+ vs CS−: $p = 0.93$, CS+ vs CS−: $p = 0.0056$). Therefore, this result cannot be considered consistent or robust as yet.

**Effects of conditioning on tuning characteristics relative to CS+ orientation and direction**

Neurons in the mouse primary visual cortex are primarily tuned to moving and stationary oriented bars and edges (Niell and Stryker, 2008). Visual conditioning using directional stimuli may result in specific changes in this tuning for orientation and direction. Therefore, we tested whether characteristics of tuning curves in the different subpopulations of V1 neurons, as...
defined by quadrants, were altered after visual conditioning. In animals that showed a learning effect, the bandwidth in the four quadrants differed significantly (Stat-ref data, Kruskal–Wallis test, $H_{(3,2819)} = 33.83, p < 10^{-6}$). Specifically, the subsets of cells with a preferred direction in the CS+ and CS+-opp quadrants showed broader orientation tuning than the subsets in the CS− and CS−opp quadrants (Mann–Whitney U test: CS+ vs CS−: $p = 5 \times 10^{-6}$, CS+opp vs CS−opp: $p = 0.0002$; Fig. 3G,H). Tuning curves referenced against a gray screen showed a similar pattern (Kruskal–Wallis test, $H_{(3,2470)} = 20.7, p = 0.00012$; Mann–Whitney U test: CS+ vs CS−: $p = 0.00014$, CS+opp vs CS−opp: $p = 0.085$; Fig. 3H). These effects were also observed when calculated across mean bandwidth per mouse (Stat-ref: ANOVA, $F_{(3,52)} = 6.46, p = 0.0008$; n = 14 mice; Gray-ref: ANOVA, $F_{(3,32)} = 3.60, p = 0.023$; n = 9 mice). Bandwidth in the CS+ quadrant did not differ significantly from that in the CS+opp quadrant, neither was there a difference between the CS− and the CS−opp quadrant (Gray-ref and Stat-ref: $p > 0.09$).

At least in the Stat-ref dataset, this broadening of orientation tuning was not due to a general loss of selectivity because the neurons were, at the same time, more sharply tuned to direction (Kruskal–Wallis test, $H_{(3,2819)} = 24.11, p = 0.00002$). Again, the CS+ and CS+opp quadrants were significantly more sharply tuned to direction than the CS− and CS−opp quadrants (Mann–Whitney U test: CS+ vs CS−: $p = 0.0006$, CS+opp vs CS−opp: $p = 0.0007$; Fig. 3I,J), while differences between CS+ and CS+opp and between CS− and CS−opp were not significant ($p > 0.25$). Tuning curves referenced against gray screens showed a similar, but nonsignificant, trend (Kruskal–Wallis test, $H_{(3,2470)} = 4.02, p = 0.26$; Mann–Whitney U test: CS+ vs CS−: $p = 0.059$, CS+opp vs CS−opp: $p = 0.093$; Fig. 3J). The direction index averaged across mice showed a similar pattern (Stat-ref: ANOVA, $F_{(3,52)} = 3.49, p = 0.022$; n = 14 mice; Gray-ref: ANOVA, $F_{(3,32)} = 0.42, p = 0.74$; n = 9 mice).

Most main effects of conditioning on tuning curves were expressed for both the CS+ and its opposite direction (Fig. 3F,H,J). An explanation can be found in the two-peak response profile of orientation- and direction-tuned neurons; neurons tuned to the CS+ will also respond (although many to a lesser degree) to the opposite direction of the CS+. To emphasize this effect, neurons were reorganized into four mutually exclusive sections by taking the angular difference of their preferred direction to the orientation axis of the CS+ (Fig. 4A). For example, the section of the CS+ axis included neurons with preferred directions between $-22.5$ and $+22.5^\circ$ from the CS+ but also neurons with preferred directions between $-22.5$ and $+22.5^\circ$ from the CS+opp (Fig. 4A, red zone).

The percentage of neurons with a preferred direction on each of the four orientation axis zones did not differ significantly across mice (Stat-ref: Kruskal–Wallis test, $H_{(3,52)} = 0.04, p = 0.99$; n = 14; Gray-ref: Kruskal–Wallis test, $H_{(3,52)} = 2.73, p = 0.06$; n = 9; Fig. 4B). The mean bandwidth in each of the orientation axis subgroups showed a linear decrease from broader orientation tuning at the CS+ orientation axis subgroup to narrower tuning at the CS− orientation axis zone (Stat-ref: Kruskal–Wallis test, $H_{(3,2819)} = 33.48, p < 10^{-6}$; Gray-ref: Kruskal–Wallis test, $H_{(3,2470)} = 18.20, p = 0.0004$; across mice: Stat-ref: ANOVA, $F_{(3,52)} = 10.1, p = 2.5 \times 10^{-7}$; n = 14 mice; Gray-ref: ANOVA, $F_{(3,32)} = 3.88, p = 0.018$; n = 9 mice). Orientation tuning in the CS+ orientation axis subgroup was significantly broader than the CS+45–67.5° and CS− axis subgroups (Stat-ref: Mann–Whitney U test, $p = 3 \times 10^{-6}$ and $p = 2 \times 10^{-6}$ respectively; Gray-ref: Mann–Whitney U test, $p = 0.00028$ and $p = 0.027$ respectively; Fig. 4C). The same effect was found for the direction index in the tuning curves referenced against stationary gratings, with a gradually declining mean direction index toward the angular zone of the CS− orientation axis (Stat-ref: Kruskal–Wallis test, $H_{(3,2819)} = 25.85, p = 10^{-5}$; CS+ vs CS+45–67.5° and CS−, Mann–Whitney U test, $p = 0.0008$ and $p = 6 \times 10^{-6}$ respectively; across mice: ANOVA, $F_{(3,52)} = 3.03, p = 0.038$; n = 14 mice; Fig. 4D), but the orientation axis subgroups did not differ significantly in direction selectivity when tuning curves were referenced against gray screens (Gray-ref: Kruskal–Wallis test, $H_{(3,2819)} = 3.37, p = 0.34$; across mice: ANOVA, $F_{(3,32)} = 0.71, p = 0.56$; n = 9 mice; Fig. 4D).

The CS+ specific increase in bandwidth and direction index of the Stat-ref data was exclusively seen in the group that showed a learning effect; no differences between quadrant nor axis-subpopulations were found in the group of mice that did not
show a learning effect (quadrant, bandwidth: Kruskal–Wallis test, \(H_{(3,560)} = 3.76, p = 0.29\); direction index: Kruskal–Wallis test, \(H_{(3,560)} = 0.55, p = 0.91\); orientation-axis, bandwidth: Kruskal–Wallis test, \(H_{(3,560)} = 3.89, p = 0.27\); direction index: Kruskal–Wallis test, \(H_{(3,560)} = 2.32, p = 0.51\)). These data are only available for Stat-ref tuning curves because all mice for which gray-ref tuning curves could be made expressed a learning effect.

Tuning curve parameters were calculated on smoothed tuning curves, but an alternative method to reduce noise is to use curve fitting (see Materials and Methods) (Li et al., 2008). Curve fitting using a symmetrical two-peak Gaussian function imposes a symmetrical tuning curve and may obscure possible asymmetrical effects of conditioning, which is why we opted for smoothing. Median bandwidth obtained using the Stat-ref method was similar for fitted and smoothed tuning curves (smoothed: 36.9 ± 19.0° SD; fitted: 36.2 ± 16.3° SD), while the median direction index was lower (smoothed: 0.46 ± 0.35 SD; fitted: 0.36 ± 0.37 SD). Bandwidths and direction indices, estimated for the fitted tuning curves, showed the same conditioning-related differences for quadrant- (Stat-ref; bandwidth: Kruskal–Wallis test, \(H_{(3,2819)} = 26.48, p < 10^{-5}\); direction index: Kruskal–Wallis test, \(H_{(3,2819)} = 29.01, p = 2 \times 10^{-5}\) and orientation-axis subgroups (Stat-ref; bandwidth: Kruskal–Wallis test, \(H_{(3,2819)} = 41.22, p < 2 \times 10^{-6}\); direction index: Kruskal–Wallis test, \(H_{(3,2819)} = 33.51, p < 10^{-5}\)) as smoothed tuning curves. Consequently, tuning curve smoothing did not introduce an artifact that can explain the differences between quadrant and orientation-axes subgroups.

The difference in results obtained using the Stat-ref and Gray-ref methods for the direction index of the various quadrant and orientation axis sub groups (Figs. 3f, 4d) can be related to the baseline difference in direction selectivity in the populations of tuned neurons (Fig. 2h), i.e., the Stat-ref data contained a higher percentage of direction selective neurons compared with the Gray-ref data. For instance, if the conditioning-induced change in direction index was only expressed in direction selective cells, the larger number of nondirection-selective orientation tuned neurons in the Gray-ref data may have obscured the effect. To test this hypothesis, the Gray-ref data and Stat-ref data were split into two groups. One group strongly expressed direction selectivity, having a direction index larger than or equal to 0.33, which implies that the response to the preferred direction was twice or more that of the opposite direction and lies in between the thresholds used in the study by Ohki et al. (2005) and Rochefort et al. (2011). The other group expressed direction selectivity weakly to not at all, having direction indices smaller than 0.33.

In both the Stat-ref and Gray-ref data, broadening of orientation tuning (as expressed in increased bandwidth) was more significant in the strongly direction-selective subset of the data (Table 1, Bandwidth). Post hoc Mann–Whitney U tests on the difference between CS+ versus CS− confirmed that the CS+ tuned cells had larger bandwidths compared with the CS− (strongly direction-tuned subset, Stat-ref and Gray-ref: \(p < 0.01\)). In the sharply direction-tuned subset of the Stat-ref data set, the effect of conditioning on direction selectivity was also more significant than in the less direction selective subset (Table 1, Direction index; post hoc Mann–Whitney U test, CS+ vs CS−, strongly direction tuned subset, Stat-ref: \(p < 0.005\), but in the Gray-ref data, this was not clearly the case. Here, we observed a significant effect for quadrants and orientation-axis in the strongly direction tuned subset and for quadrants in the weakly direction selective subset, as indicated by a Kruskal–Wallis test, but the post hoc tests did not reveal a significant difference between CS+ and CS− for strong or weak direction selectivity (Mann–Whitney U test, CS+ vs CS−, Gray-ref, strongly direction tuned subset, quadrants: \(p = 0.39\); Axis: \(p = 0.062\). Weakly direction tuned subset, Gray-ref, quadrants: \(p = 0.46\); axis: \(p = 0.15\)). Therefore, highly direction-selective cells show stronger changes in bandwidth in both Stat-ref and Gray-ref data, while stronger changes in direction index of highly direction-selective cells were only observed in the Stat-ref dataset.

**Broader orientation tuning amplifies neuronal responses to CS+ like directions**

Sharper direction tuning indicates that the selectivity of responses to the CS+ and CS+opp increased, but broader orientation tuning suggests a decrease in tuning specificity. Under certain circumstances, however, broader orientation tuning for neurons with a preferred direction in the CS+ quadrant may increase the neuronal population response to the CS+. If a specific group of neurons with a preferred direction close to, but not exactly at, the CS+ increases the bandwidth of its tuning curve toward the CS+, the relative response of these neurons to the CS+ will become larger.

To examine how the effect of increased bandwidth may be reconciled with increased direction selectivity, we calculated the slope (in percentage per degree; Fig. 5a) and the response amplitude (% of maximum response amplitude; Fig. 5c) for each tuning curve at each of the four reference directions; the CS+, CS−, CS+opp and CS−opp. The slope of the tuning curve was shallower at the CS+ than CS− in a band of directions (15–30°) relative to the CS+ (Stat-ref: Kruskal–Wallis test, \(H_{(3,2819)} = 28.94, p = 2 \times 10^{-6}\); across mice, ANOVA, \(F_{(3,48)} = 8.35, p = 0.00014; n = 14 mice; Fig. 5b)). Specifically, slopes at both the CS+ and CS+opp were significantly different from the CS− and CS−opp (Mann–Whitney U test: CS+ vs CS−: \(p = 0.00028\), CS+opp vs CS−opp: \(p = 0.0029\); Fig. 5b). Similar to the slope, the response amplitude to the CS+ was significantly increased compared with the CS− (Stat-ref: Kruskal–Wallis test, \(H_{(3,2819)} = 26.83, p = 6 \times 10^{-6}\); across mice, ANOVA, \(F_{(3,48)} = 7.61, p = 0.00029; n = 14 mice; Fig. 5d)). The group of neurons tuned 15–30° away from the CS+ had a significantly larger response amplitude at the CS+ than neurons had at the CS− and CS−opp respectively (Mann–Whitney U test: CS+ vs CS−; slope: \(p = 0.039\); across mice, ANOVA, \(F_{(3,32)} = 4.57, p = 0.0089; n = 9 mice; response amplitude: \(p = 0.020\); across mice, ANOVA, \(F_{(3,32)} = 2.85, p = 0.053; n = 9 mice; Fig. 5b,d)), but the effects were less strong under those conditions and emerged closer to the CS+ (10–20° away).

**Control procedures for non-cell-specific effects and differences in exposure to the CS+ and CS−**

A potential confound in *in vivo* two-photon calcium imaging is that changes in tuning properties might not be cell specific but originate from changes in the surrounding neuropil. To control for this possibility, we subtracted local \(\Delta F/Fp\) neuropil signals from cellular signals (control dataset #1; Stat-ref method; see Materials and Methods) and found that the original results were reproduced following this operation (Table 2), which indicates that the effects are not likely biased by non-cell-specific signals. Another potential confound could be the lower fraction of orientation- and direction-tuned neurons in the analyzed dataset compared with some other studies. To test whether our main results were affected by this, we created two highly orientation-
and direction-tuned datasets (analyzed using the Stat-ref method), one from the original dataset and one from the neuropil contamination-corrected set by selecting only recordings with 35% or more orientation- and direction-tuned neurons and named them control dataset #2 and #3, respectively. The same pattern of results as in the original dataset was found in both of these control datasets (Table 2), leading to the conclusion that neither a relatively low percentage of orientation- and direction-tuned neurons...
tuned neurons, nor nonspecific neuropil contamination can explain our findings.

The mice were subjected to equal numbers of CS+ and CS− trials, but due to the freely moving aspect of the task, the total duration of exposure to the CS+ stimulus was on average 3238 s (±618 SD) while exposure to the CS− stimulus was on average 2404 s (±438 SD). For both stimuli, this duration of exposure exceeds the range in which build-up of stimulus-selective response potentiation has been described to result in differences in visual responses (Frenkel et al., 2006). Moreover, these differences were not significantly correlated to any of the changes in Stat-ref tuning curves found in this study (bandwidth, quadrant: \( r = -0.029, p = 0.93 \); axis: \( r = 0.12, p = 0.69 \); direction index, quadrant: \( r = -0.0066, p = 0.99 \); axis: \( r = -0.042, p = 0.89 \); slope: \( r = -0.048, p = 0.88 \); response amplitude: \( r = -0.076, p = 0.80 \); \( n = 14 \) mice for all cases). This makes it unlikely that the differences in exposure time to the CS+ and CS− stimuli explain the observed changes in orientation and direction tuning.

**Specificity of changes in slope and response decline of the tuning curve**

The effects reported above, e.g., broader orientation tuning and sharper direction tuning, comprised a subset of neurons tuned to a relatively large range of angles around the CS+ and the CS+opp, as the range of each quadrant was 90°. This suggests that the effect of the increased response amplitude found in the animals expressing a learning effect was not limited to the CS+ direction exclusively. To test the angular specificity of the CS+ effects on response amplitude of the tuning curve, our analysis program substituted the actual CS+ with hypothetical CS+ directions ranging from −24 to +24° relative to the real CS+ direction. In other words, going back to Figure 5D, we calculated the response amplitude at the hypothetical CS+ for neurons with a preferred direction differing 15–30° of this hypothetical CS+, while systematically varying the hypothetical CS+ direction from −24 to +24° (with 0° being the real CS+ direction) and thus determining the range of directions across which the increase in response amplitude occurred. In the Stat-ref dataset, the effects of response amplitude remained significant for substituted directions between −12° and +16° away from the CS+ (Gray-ref dataset: −20° and +1°; Mann–Whitney U test contrasting CS+ and CS−, \( p < 0.05 \); Fig. 5E), indicating that the conditioning effect generalized to a range of angles that was −20 to 25° wide around the CS+, but not to the entire quadrant.

### Asymmetrical broadening of tuning curve bandwidth toward CS+ direction

Classically, orientational and directional tuning curves have a characteristic symmetrical response profile around the preferred direction. Plasticity, however, does not necessarily respect tuning curve symmetry. For instance, adaptation-induced short-term plasticity can boost responses to certain movement directions, while responses of the same neuron to different movement directions are attenuated (Dragoi et al., 2000, 2001). If in our experiments tuning curve plasticity was expressed selectively for the CS+ direction, only the side of the tuning curve that is facing toward the CS+ should be affected and not the other side of the bell-shaped curve facing away from the CS+ (Fig. 6A). Indeed, neurons in the Stat-ref condition that were not precisely tuned to the CS+, but had a preferred direction differing 15–45° in angle from the CS+, had a larger tuning curve bandwidth on the CS+ side of the tuning curve as compared with the other side (WMPSR test, \( p = 0.025; n = 514 \); Fig. 6D). This effect of tuning curve broadening toward the CS+ was not observed for the CS− (WMPSR test, \( p > 0.11 \), Fig. 6E) or for angular differences <15° (WMPSR test, \( p > 0.06 \); Fig. 6B,C). Analysis of Gray-ref tuning curves did not reveal a significant difference in asymmetric bandwidth broadening of neurons with a preferred direction 15–45° from the CS+ (WMPSR test, \( p = 0.11; n = 140 \); Fig. 6D), but this could be related to the lower number of neurons in this group (which was less than a quarter compared with the Stat-ref analy-
Spatial grouping of CS+ quadrant neurons

One of the main advantages of using two-photon microscopy over electrophysiology is exact knowledge about the spatial relationships between somata of single neurons. Previous studies on the rat and mouse primary visual cortex did not report an ordered spatial organization of orientation- and direction-tuned neurons relative to the cortical surface (Ohki et al., 2005; Mnsic-Flogel et al., 2007; Ohki and Reid, 2007; Bock et al., 2011; Bonin et al., 2011). If, however, reinforcement-related information feeds back into V1 in a spatially nonuniform fashion, reward-induced plasticity will be expressed by small localized subsets of orientation- and direction-tuned neurons. Such clustering would then be manifested in a tuning similarity between neurons with a preferred direction in the CS+ quadrant or orientation-axis subgroup and their direct neighbors, and will lead to an increased chance that neighboring neurons are classified as belonging to the same quadrant or orientation-axis subgroup.

To assess nearest neighbor tuning similarities without risking a bias caused by a possible over-representation and/or nonuniform distribution of preferred directions, we calculated the relative frequency (normalized between 0 and 1), across each image plane, that two orientation or direction-tuned nearest-neighbor pairs had a preferred direction in the same quadrant or orientation axis and corrected this by subtracting the mean relative frequency derived from 500 random permutations of quadrant/orientation axis identity in the same image plane. For this analysis, we used all imaging planes with at least one neuron in each quadrant, which allows relative frequencies to occur in the full range between 0 and 1. Because direction selectivity was significantly lower in the Gray-ref dataset compared with the Stat-ref dataset (Fig. 2H), the variable “preferred direction” is most likely less informative for gray-screen referenced tuning curves. The preferred orientation, however, should not be dependent on direction selectivity in the Gray-ref case. Therefore, the direction-specific tuning parameter “quadrant membership” and the orientation-specific tuning parameter “orientation-axis membership” were used as grouping variables in parallel, separate analyses on both the Stat-ref and Gray-ref dataset.

Neurons of the Stat-ref dataset with a preferred direction in the CS+ quadrant tended to neighbor another CS+ quadrant neuron more often than predicted by chance (Stat-ref: WMPSR test; CS+ vs shuffled, \( p = 0.05, n = 50 \); Fig. 7B). This clustering occurred significantly more often in the CS+ quadrant, compared with the CS− and CS−opp quadrants (Stat-ref, quadrant: Kruskal–Wallis test, \( H_{3,196} = 10.18, p = 0.017 \); post hoc: CS+ vs CS−: \( p = 0.002, \) CS+ vs CS−opp: \( p = 0.018; n = 50 \); Fig. 7D). The effect was not significant for orientation-axis subgroups of the Stat-ref dataset (Stat-ref, orientation-axis: Kruskal–Wallis test, \( H_{3,220} = 3.86, p = 0.28; n = 56 \)). When using tuning curves referenced against gray screens, a similar effect of pairwise occurrence was found in the orientation-axis subgroups (Gray-ref, orientation-axis: Kruskal–Wallis test, \( H_{3,160} = 9.67, p = 0.022 \); post hoc: CS+ vs CS−: \( p = 0.011; n = 41 \); Fig. 7E), but not for quadrant subgroups (Gray-ref, quadrant: Kruskal–Wallis test, \( H_{3,140} = 4.62, p = 0.20; n = 36 \)). This difference between the Stat-ref and Gray-ref results may be explained by the observation that neurons in the Gray-ref dataset were less selective for movement direction (Fig. 2H), making the preferred movement orientation a more suitable characteristic for measuring tuning similarity for that dataset. Altogether, CS+ preferring neurons were more often colocalized with other CS+ preferring neurons in cortical space when compared with neurons preferring other directions or orientations.

Discussion

We introduced a new in vivo model for studying molecular and physiological mechanisms underlying reward-dependent cortical plasticity. Appetitive visual conditioning resulted in altered tuning curves for neurons in mouse visual cortex. Departing from the reference method using stationary gratings, neurons with a preferred direction similar to the axis of the CS+ (CS+ or CS+opp direction) expressed broader orientation tuning and sharper direction tuning than cells preferring the CS− axis, which is consistent with a conditioning effect of the orientation of moving stimuli, and not so much of direction, on V1 response properties. Related to this, tuning curves of neurons having a preferred direction 15–30° away from the CS+ axis had a shallower slope and an increased response amplitude at the CS+ and CS+opp directions, which generalized to similar orientations. Finally, CS+ preferring neurons co-occurred in cortical space more often than neurons preferring the CS− and CS−opp. The results obtained using a gray screen as reference will be discussed below.

Methodological considerations

The percentage of significantly orientation- and direction-tuned neurons we observed (19.1%) was lower than in most previous studies (25–75%; Ohki et al., 2005; Niell and Stryker, 2008; Kerlin et al., 2010; Andermann et al., 2011; Bonin et al., 2011; Ko et al., 2011; Marshel et al., 2011). This difference may be due to the fact that we did not exclude recording sessions with a lesser signal-to-noise ratio in the measured regions of interest, or could be a consequence of differences in experimental procedures or statistics (a circular Hotelling’s \( T^2 \) test vs an ANOVA), and was not exclusively the result of using stationary gratings as baseline. Control analyses revealed that our main findings were not dependent on the percentage of tuned neurons, as we replicated the findings in a dataset that contained only recordings with large fractions of orientation- and direction-tuned neurons (Table 2). Second, the mean tuning curve bandwidth in our study was larger than previously reported by, e.g., Niell and Stryker (2008). This is most likely due to the application of circular smoothing before bandwidth calculation. Bandwidth estimation on raw tuning curves is more sensitive to noise than on smoothed tuning curves, therefore, application of circular smoothing can improve data reliability. A further concern for the technique of in vivo multicell calcium imaging is the possibility of nonspecific neuropolip contamination. Although nonspecific contamination is unlikely (i.e., we observed our effects only in a selective subset of neurons), we additionally confirmed that the main results of this study remain when we apply a method that controls for neuropolip-contamination artifacts (Kerlin et al., 2010).

Tuning curves for orientation and direction of movement were referenced against stationary gratings of the same orientation, which may have introduced a potential confound because of phase-selective responses to stationary gratings, although these effects may cancel out across the population. This referencing, however, highlights direction selectivity and underexposes (non-directional) orientation selectivity, which was done because the conditioned stimuli were moving gratings, and, thus, learning and plasticity may be associated primarily with moving components. Because of these differences, there was no a priori prediction that both reference methods will give identical results.
The comparisons between reference methods can be unpacked in three components. The first component consists of effects that were of the same nature and were significant according to both methods. These results comprise the increased bandwidth for CS+/H11001 and CS+/H11001 opp quadrant cells (Figs. 3H, 4C), the decrease in tuning curve slope at the CS+/ and elevated response amplitude (Fig. 5B,D), and the generalization effect for CS+ substituting angles (Fig. 5E). The second subset consists of results that were significant under the Stat-ref method and showed a trend in the Gray-ref method, or showed a result that can be logically ascribed to a difference in referencing. These effects include the enhanced DI for near CS+/ tuned cells (Figs. 3J, 4D) and the spatial co-occurrence of similarly tuned CS+/ neurons (Fig. 7B–E). For this subset, we recall that the fraction of direction-selective cells was considerably smaller using the Gray-ref method (Fig. 2H). Finally, a third subset of results reached significance only using the Stat-ref method, whereas the lack of significance, or difference in effect direction, using the Gray-ref method could not be parsimoniously explained. These findings concern the higher CS+/H9004/F/F response for CS+/H11001/CS+/H11001 opp directions (Fig. 3F) and the asymmetric broadening of the tuning curve toward the CS+ (Fig. 6D). Although we note that the number of mice and cells available in the Gray-ref condition were lower than in the Stat-ref condition (Gray-ref: 9 mice, 2474 cells; Stat-ref: 14 mice, 2823 cells), thus diminishing the statistical power for this method, this third subset must be regarded with caution, as a consistency of results cannot be claimed here.

Comparisons to previous studies

The results in this study differ from those in earlier studies using other conditioning paradigms in primary sensory neocortex. In auditory cortex, conditioning using either footshock or electrical stimulation of the ventral tegmental area (VTA) increased the number of neurons or cortical area that preferably responded to the conditioned tone (Weinberger et al., 1993; Bao et al., 2001). In our study, the percentage of neurons with a preferred direction similar to the CS+ did not increase (Fig. 3B). This difference may lie in the nature and strength of the unconditioned stimuli used, with footshock and VTA stimulation having a potentially more pervasive impact on sensory representations than naturalistic reward. Second, the

Figure 7. Spatial co-occurrence of neurons by quadrant membership. A, Example of spatial grouping of neurons from different quadrants in one imaging session. Orientation- and direction-tuned neurons were marked with the color of the quadrant they fall into (CS+: red, CS−: green, CS+ opp: light blue, CS− opp: dark blue). Tuning difference between each neuron and its five nearest neighbors was drawn as a colored line, the color indicating angular difference in preferred direction of the neurons (color bar). Scale bar, 50 μm. B, Distributions of the normalized frequency of occurrence of same quadrant nearest neighbor pairs that were used to calculate D and E for the Stat-ref dataset. Lines are measured distributions, gray areas represent the data distributions after shuffling quadrant assignment (*p = 0.05). C, As in B, but for Gray-ref data and orientation-axis subgroups. D, Fraction, greater than chance, of nearest neighbor pairs with a preferred direction in the same quadrant subgroup (Stat-ref; *p < 0.05; **p = 0.002). E, Same as D, but for Gray-ref data and orientation-axis subgroups (*p < 0.05).
recordings of these studies were done in cortical layer IV–V (Bao et al., 2001) and layer V–VI (Weinberger et al., 1993) while our study focused on layer II–III. Finally, while neurons in the rodent auditory cortex are topographically organized by preferred sound frequency (Bao et al., 2001), neurons in rodent visual cortex are not spatially organized by preferred movement direction (Ohki et al., 2005; Ohki and Reid, 2007); this contrast may be coupled to different mechanisms for integrating reinforcing feedback or homeostatic mechanisms that compensate for overrepresentation of certain directions (Mrsic-Flogel et al., 2007; Shah and Crair, 2008).

Previous work on perceptual learning in monkeys indicated that orientation-tuned V1 neurons may be involved in perceptual decisions by sharpening their tuning curves to provide finer discrimination of orientation differences (Schoups et al., 2001), although this is not strictly required for perceptual learning to occur (Ghose et al., 2002). Contrasting with these studies, our results show broadened orientation tuning and sharper direction tuning for the subset of V1 neurons with a preferred direction similar to the CS+. In addition to species differences, it should be emphasized that the task in our study did not target fine orientation discrimination, but required mice to associate clearly differentially orientated moving gratings to distinct outcomes (reward vs no reward). Computationally, sharpening of V1 tuning curves may be an optimal mechanism to increase the angular resolution, needed to detect small nonmoving orientation differences, while optimal coding for larger orientation differences results in other changes. Furthermore, in the task of Schoups et al. (2001), correct detection of both stimulus orientations led to reward while in our study only one of the two moving stimuli was followed by reward, making reward a critical determinant of differential plasticity.

It should be noted that in our study the mice were anesthetized when tuning curves were measured, making it unlikely that top-down signals (Lamme et al., 1998; Maunsell and Treue, 2006; Roelfsema, 2006; Ekstrom et al., 2008) are directly responsible for the results. Attentional modulation may have been present in the study of Schoups et al. (2001), possibly entailing a sharpening of tuning curves. The expression of effects of visual conditioning outside the behavioral paradigm and under anesthesia suggests that the changes we document are robust, lasting, and independent of top-down signaling.

Implications of selective alterations in CS+ specific assemblies

Our findings have implications for the understanding of groups of functionally related, interconnected neurons, alternatively called cell assemblies (Hebb, 1949; Harris, 2005). Because members of an assembly are thought to respond to a common object or object property, a pragmatic approach to define an assembly in the current study is by the common tuning of member cells to particular stimulus properties. If this criterion is adopted, then our observations suggest that plasticity in visual response patterns only stands out for the assembly commonly tuned to the stimulus feature that had been specifically coupled to reward during prior training.

Earlier studies showed that appetitive conditioning increases visual evoked potentials (Hernandez-Peon, 1961; Frankó et al., 2010) and causes a reduction in the psychophysical detection threshold for stimuli that have been paired with reward (Seitz et al., 2009). Augmentation of the relative population output of the CS+ assembly, by sharper direction tuning in the CS+ assembly and broadening of tuning curves toward the CS+, may serve to facilitate processing of the CS+ in higher cortical areas (Zhang et al., 2012), while the observation of extension of the effects to directions close to the CS+ (Fig. 5G) indicates generalization of the CS+ stimulus (Lissek et al., 2008).

A single mechanism could underlie the changes in tuning curves, amplifying the response of only the near-CS+ tuned assembly to the CS+, and increasing both directional selectivity and convexity of the tuning curve. Given this hypothesis, our results suggest that common tuning to stimulus features in V1 cell assemblies is coupled to selective plasticity for processing these preferred features. Several learning rules, either related to dopaminergic signaling or not, could account for reward-dependent sensorimotor learning (Pennartz, 1997; Schultz et al., 1997; Sutton and Barto, 1998; Pennartz et al., 2006; Dayan and Balleine, 2002; Roelfsema and van Ooyen, 2005). Nevertheless, the plausibility of these algorithms, the nature of the reinforcement signal, and the underlying physiological (cf. Hofer et al., 2011; Ko et al., 2011; Bock et al., 2011) and molecular transduction pathways must await further investigation.

Functional consequences of reward learning were nonuniformly distributed across cortical space and only affected a subset of neurons (Fig. 7). This suggests that the mechanisms conveying reward information do so selectively on local groups of neurons and raises the hypothesis that reinforcement-signaling axons terminate sparsely in V1 (Febvret et al., 1991; Müller and Huston, 2007; Rivera et al., 2008), only affecting neurons located in close proximity to these afferents. Such a mechanism could explain the close proximity of CS+ tuned neighbors, as the effects of reward on the primary visual cortex will be centered around hotspots of reinforcement-gated plasticity. Alternatively, nonuniformities may originate from interactions between uniformly distributed reward inputs and local, history-dependent, cell activity patterns.

In conclusion, we propose that formation of a stimulus−reward association drives a learning mechanism in selective visual cortex assemblies that facilitates relative population output to the conditioned stimulus and similar orientations. These changes may help the visual cortex to maintain a stable, robust representation of conditioned stimuli, generalize across minor variations in stimulus features, and assist bottom-up driven detection of reward-predicting inputs.
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